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Summary
November 2016, No Isolation, the Norwegian Cancer Society, and Oslo Hospital School
initiated a pilot project. The goal was to test the telepresence robot AV1 with children with
cancer to learn more about how the product works for this user group. In total, 12 children
received a robot. Ten took part in the study, as one was not allowed to use the robot at his
school and one did not reply when we reached out. During the process, we learned a lot
about the robot and the user group. Some users had a great experience using the robot.
Unfortunately, some of the users experienced problems because of network issues which
affected their use of the robot.
Our conclusion is that AV1 has great potential for this user group, but a stable network is a
requirement for it working properly.
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Introduction
This report describes an in-depth study where six children with cancer tested AV1 for an
extended period of time. The pilot was a collaboration between No Isolation, the Norwegian
Cancer Society, and the Hospital School in Oslo. The robots were handed out between 1st of
January 2017 and 20th of October 2017 across seven locations in Norway. The robots were
collected between October 2017 and October 2018, when the children were ready to go back
to school.
To make the report as anonymous as we can, all names are changed.

What is AV1?

AV1 is a telepresence robot for children and young adults suffering from long-term illness. It
works as the child’s eyes, ears and voice in the classroom on days when they cannot be there
themselves. AV1 is placed on the pupil’s desk from where it acts as the student’s avatar. From
the comfort of their own home, the child can see, hear and take part in class through the
robot’s integrated camera, microphone and speakers.
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The child watches the live stream from the AV1 app on his/her tablet
The robot has both built-in Wifi and 4G, and can, therefore, be used both outside and inside.

Project goal
The project was initiated by No Isolation, and the goal was to learn more about how AV1
works as a social and educational tool for children with cancer. We wanted to do a long-term
project to study the effects over time and talk with the children when they got back to school.
A part of the project was also to identify and solve potential technical challenges before
implementing the product on a large scale.

Research questions
The research questions were decided as a part of the initial project agreement. Several
questions were to be answered:
- Is AV1 a pedagogical and social tool?
- Who should cover the costs?
- Do the children feel less isolated?
- Does the use of AV1 result in higher learning outcomes?
- Is it easier to return to school when using AV1?
- How can the hospital/hospital school facilitate the use of AV1?
- How can the teacher/homeschool facilitate the use of AV1?

Research method
This study was a long-term, qualitative study, including a total of 10 children. Our setup was
inspired by the study Jorun Børsting and Alma Culén did on AV1 and children with ME1.
The participants were recruited by Oslo Hospital School. The only inclusion criteria were that
they had cancer, or received similar treatment as cancer patients. The youngest participant
was seven years old and the oldest was 13 years old.
1

Børsting, J., & Culén, A. L. (2016). A Robot Avatar: Easier Access to Education and Reduction in
Isolation?. (https://www.duo.uio.no/handle/10852/50623)
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Six of the participants were closely followed up during the pilot. We also had a group of four
users who answered two short questionnaires.
Interviews
The six participants were interviewed two times; when they received the robot and when they
started school again and were ready to give the robots back. The first interview covered the
following topics; technology use, health, communication and social contact, education and
expectations to using AV1. The goal was to set a baseline.
We used the tools The Cool Wall, The Communication Map, and The Future Technology Map
during our interviews. These tools are developed by experienced researchers at the
University of Oslo, and were used in a similar study with ME patients2 to start a conversation
about their current use of technology and social media:

Example: The Cool Wall
The second interview covered the same topics, comparing the answers from the baseline
interview. In addition to the topics from the first round, we asked questions about their
experience with using AV1 during the project period.
During the pilot, we followed up the users closely with regular phone calls to their parents. In
addition, we had a phone interview with their teachers regarding their experiences. Our
support team followed up on the technical issues.
Questionnaires
The four children answered two questionnaires. One prior to using the robot, and one after
4-6 months of use. The questions covered the same topics as our interviews; technology use,
communication and social contact, education, and expectations to/experiences with using
AV1.
2

Børsting, J., & Culén, A. L. (2016). A Robot Avatar: Easier Access to Education and Reduction in
Isolation?. (https://www.duo.uio.no/handle/10852/50623)
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Ethics
The study was granted concession from the Norwegian Data Authorities. All the participants
signed a consent form and were informed about the possibility to withdraw from the study at
any given time. As they were all under 18 years old, their parents signed on their behalf. The
participants used AV1 as much or as little as they wanted to, and we stressed that it was
important that the use didn’t aggravate the symptoms or made their illness worse.

Summary
Below, a short summary of the findings are presented.
Age and health

The users participating in the pilot were between 7 and 13
years of age. Three of the participants were in the middle of,
or would conduct, a bone marrow transplantation during the
test, and were therefore in isolate during parts of the pilot.
Therefore, they did not attend any tuition at their home school
for a prolonged period of time and were not free to do most
activities outside their home. One of the other participants got
several rounds of heavy radiation therapy and was therefore
also out of school for a long period. Two of the users went
through several rounds of chemotherapy.

Communication

There are different routines for how often the children talk to
their friends and family. There was also a big difference in how
many friends they regularly kept in touch with during the
period of illness. The one thing they all had in common was
the lack of contact with their class and teachers; none of the
participants had talked to them regularly during their leave of
absence - before they got an AV1.

Education

All the participants had been away from school for several
months, both during their treatments and also while being
isolated. The participants have got some home tuition, as well
as some tuition at the hospital school.

Expectations

All of the children stated that they would like to partake in
school classes. They also talked about communicating with
friends or family.

Experiences

The product works well when the network at the robot’s site
and the user’s site is stable. However, a lot of the users
experienced technical problems.
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Discussion
In this section, the findings are discussed in relation to the research questions. You can find
the complete user stories attached after the conclusion.

Health determines use
Before the study started, some were afraid that the children would feel pressured to use AV1
on the days they felt ill, and that it would aggravate their illness.
One important factor that greatly influenced the use of AV1 was their health and how the
treatment affected them. While some of the participants felt relatively good, some became
very ill as a result of the chemotherapy or the bone marrow transplantation. They did not use
the robot for long periods of time as they didn’t have any energy at all. However, the fact that
they didn’t use the robot when they felt too tired and needed to rest indicates that they didn’t
felt pressured to use AV1.
We asked the users if they became more tired when using AV1. A user mentioned that this
was not the case, as she could watch the stream from her bed in her pajamas. “I don’t have to
get ready before using it (AV1)”.

Technical issues
One finding that has to be brought up is technical issues. Eight out of nine participants
experienced technical problems because of poor network quality either at school, home or
the hospital. This affected their use of AV1.
AV1 is a product that needs a stable connection to work properly. Unfortunately, school and
hospital networks are often shared by a lot of users. The robot can use the cellular network as
well and has unlimited use of 4G included in the monthly fee. However, when the problem is
at the user’s site, a cellular network is a cost for the user. One of the users in our pilot did not
want to try this instead because of the costs.
Expectations
One key learning is that the children should be informed that technical issues might happen,
and that video communication can be unstable due to network issues. One of the users
mentioned in the final interview that she was disappointed when the robot didn’t work as
expected. A more detailed introduction with more information about potential issues might
have adjusted her expectations.
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Social vs. educational tool
Education and school
To be able to use AV1 for educational purposes, the sound and video quality must be good.
The children that experienced technical problems found it hard to hear what the teacher and
students in the class said, hence it affected their learning outcomes.
On the other hand, one of the children in the pilot used it every day and said that using AV1
was crucial for staying up to date with the curriculum. Her school didn’t use traditional books,
and earlier her friends just sent her pictures of the blackboard. She mentioned that in maths,
for instance, she earlier just saw the solution on the picture and missed the explanation of
how to solve it. She didn’t experience any technical problems, and this case illustrates the
potential of the robot. Also, when talking to the father of one pilot user recently he mentioned
that using AV1 in class works fine and that his son answers questions and takes part of the
tutoring through the robot.

Illustration: AV1 in class
Keeping in touch with friends
Based on our study, AV1 is probably best suited to maintain existing relationships. The
youngest participant in the pilot became ill just after he started his first year at school. Even
though he knew the people in the class, they were not close friends. The teacher mentioned
that it was positive for the class to talk with him, and for him to see them for maintaining the
contact.
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Another child changed class halfway through the pilot and felt a bit uncomfortable meeting
the class for the first time as a robot. He wanted to meet them in person first.
On the other hand, one of the users mentioned staying in touch with her friends in class. Her
closest friend was responsible for getting the robot into the staff room every morning, and
they talked with each other on the way to class. She also told that she got a close friendship
with the boys in class as she talked more with them through the robot than she used to before
she got ill. However, she was uncomfortable talking to groups as there was a slight delay on
the stream.
In general, the children that mentioned that they kept regular contact with close friends in
class during the first interview (child 4 and 7) used AV1 more often than the children with few
or none close friends in class.
Personality and age
One of the children in the pilot was a bit uncomfortable with the attention he got when using
AV1. His mother described him as a boy “with few words”, and in our interviews, he appeared
to be a bit shy. As he didn’t use his robot much, the class found it very exciting when he
logged on. They talked to him a lot and asked questions. He tried to use the “not
participating”-function where AV1’s head turns blue to signal that the child doesn’t want to be
spoken to. However, the class didn’t seem to understand what the blue light meant and kept
talking to him.
Also, in general, the use of AV1 was dependent on the age of the user. The youngest users
used it mostly for the social part, while the oldest used it mostly for educational purposes. This
can also be related to the fact that many of them used social media like Facebook and
Snapchat to communicate with friends, while the youngest participants didn’t use social
media.
The children prefer to be physically present at the school
When the users became better from their treatment, the parents reported that they used their
energy to go to school, and were often too tired to use AV1 the rest of the time. Before the
pilot started, some were worried that the children would prefer to use the robot instead of
going to school, but the results show no indication that this was the case with the pilot users.
Student - teacher relationship
In general, the students with the best contact with their teacher and school got the best use of
AV1. For instance, one of the teachers called the user after almost every use, to make sure the
robot was placed so she could see the blackboard and that everything worked fine. The
teacher also planned the homeschooling and use of AV1 in an honourable way. She
homeschooled the child on Mondays and gave out sheets etc. that they would use later the
same week so the child could sit at home and do the same tasks as the class.
Another teacher called the pilot user’s mum before an important event (a well-known local
skier was visiting the class) to make sure the child participated.
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On the other hand, one pilot user mentioned that when she connected to her AV1, the class
was often not there. She was using her AV1 infrequently, and her teacher and classmates
probably forgot to bring it as she seldom logged on. Better communication with her teacher
might have helped as she could have informed her the days she wanted to use the robot.
Also, some of the pilot users experienced connection issues with the school WiFi. Often they
had to try some different alternatives before they found a solution, and it required some time
and resources from the school. Therefore, a close collaboration with the school and teacher is
important for getting the best out of AV1.
At home
While most of the pilot users used AV1 only at school, one of them mentioned using it at home
as well. The child felt a bit uncomfortable using the robot in class but told us with great joy
about seeing and talking with his little sister and mum at home while he was at the hospital.
He also talked with his cousin, his best friend, through AV1 when he visited the family.
Summary
AV1 is both a educational and social tool. Some prefer to use it at school, while some prefer to
use it at home/with friends. In general, the youngest children used it mostly for the social part,
while the oldest users were using it more as an educational tool.

Isolation
Both the children and teachers highlighted the ability to see what was going on in the
classroom as important. AV1 was also a reminder of the child that was not there for the other
students in class.
Even though our users didn’t use AV1 that much, it was a possibility for them to keep in
contact with their class and teacher. As illustrated by the communication patterns mapped out
above, none of the children talked regularly with classmates (except a few friends) or their
teachers before starting to use the robot. With AV1, they communicated with both classmates
and their teacher, and one can at least say it widened their network.
The ability to take part in important events
Life is more than education, and one important aspect of AV1 is the possibility to be a part of
important happenings. For instance, one user was able to attend a presentation where a local
ski hero visited his class. His teacher talked with the skier beforehand and told him about AV1
and the child, and he included the robot in his presentation with great success. The teacher
mentioned this as an important happening for the class, and being part of it was important for
the social life at school.
Also, daily things like seeing life at home can be important when you are isolated at the
hospital. The users that tested the robot at home were happy with seeing and talking to their
family and friends.
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Going back to school
The most active user mentioned that because of AV1, she could stay up to date on the
curriculum and that she doesn’t feel “left out”. Because of that, she had no trouble returning
to school. She had kept in regular contact with her friends, teacher, and classmates.
In general, they all looked forward to going back to school. The children that were able to go
to school during their treatment preferred to do so. One of the pilot users did not go back to
his original class when returning to school, and could therefore not answer if AV1 had made it
easier or not.
In general it is hard to determine if using AV1 was the main reason that they looked forward to
go back to school, but the feeling of knowing what was going on in class might have helped.

Facilitation of use
Technical issues
AV1 is a product that is heavily dependent on a stable and strong Wifi or cellular connection to
function properly. With poor network quality, the children experience sound issues and poor
video quality. In addition, it is important to charge it before use. The quality of the video
stream is affected when the battery is low.
At the hospital/hospital school
AV1 has a built-in SIM-card and unlimited cellular network use is included in the monthly fee.
However, this is only for the robot itself and not the tablet that the child uses. The guest
network at the hospital is often shared with a lot of other patients, resulting in poor network
strength and quality. Some of the users mentioned poor stream quality when they used the
robot from the hospital.
In order for AV1 to work as expected for hospitalized users, the hospital has to make sure they
have a stable and strong network without too much traffic.
At the homeschool
The pilot revealed that it is important that homeschool to take some time to make some
routines before AV1 is introduced. Several of the pilot users experienced that their robot was
out of battery, and therefore couldn’t connect to it. Also, the robot was sometimes forgotten in
the classroom. As some of the pilot users used their robot infrequently, the school probably
didn’t get used to it. The children that used it more experienced fewer issues, and got into
good routines.
The class should also get a quick introduction to how the robot works and what the lights on
the head signalise. One of the users experienced that the class didn’t respect the “not
participating” signal and stopped using the robot at school after some time.
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Also, the home tutoring and use of the robot should be coordinated so the robot can be an
extension of the homeschooling.

Procurement
For the children the use of AV1 is dependent on a lot of different factors like age, health
status, energy level, school and teacher engagement, and personality. While some use it for
educational purposes, some use it mostly as a tool for social contact. Our experience from
other cases is that when the school procures the robot, some of the students are not allowed
to bring the robot home. Therefore, one can argue that the expenses can be covered both by
the school/municipality and by foundations and patient organizations.
One important factor is that if the child wants to use AV1 at their school and an
organization/other finances the robot, the school should be asked before the application is
approved.
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Result: a new, improved version of AV1
Based on the findings from this and other projects we have developed a new generation of
AV1. We are also working on a companion app where the teacher/responsible at school can
see AV1’s battery status etc. In the table below we have mapped out how the new version and
the app updates reduce issues mentioned in this report:

Issue:

How the new version reduces the issue:

Poor video/sound quality

More stable on unstable networks. New
and better placement of Wifi-antenna.
Improved camera, microphone, and
loudspeaker.

It is hard to hear what is going on in class

Improved microphone. More stable on
unstable networks.

The teacher/classmates forget to charge the
robot

Better information to the class, including an
app for the teacher/responsible at school to
remind them to charge the robot.

The school is unaware of how the robot
works and important routines

Better and new information to the school
and class.

The new version of AV1
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Other new features:
- The child can now change the eyes on the robot from the app to signal their mood
(e.g. happy eyes, confused eyes)
- A handle on the back to make it easier to carry
- Battery and network connection indicators on the robot

Conclusion
In general, all the children in the pilot had different experiences with AV1. One user had a
great experience, using it almost every day. She felt that it was excellent for school use, but
not so great for the social part. On the other hand, one user felt a bit uncomfortable using it at
school but was really excited about using it at home. The youngest users mentioned the
social part, but had trouble hearing what was going on in class. As the story with the user that
attended the important class event with the local skiing hero illustrates: the frequency of use
is not the most important factor. Sometimes, being there at one important event is more
important than many small events.
Based on the findings we recommend that AV1 is a tool available for children that are
motivated and interested in using it. They should be able to try it first and evaluate the use
after some time. Their response to the treatment will also affect the use and can result in long
periods of time where the robot is not in use. However, they should still have the possibility to
use it when they’re feeling better. None of the children mentioned feeling pressured to use
the robot when they didn’t feel well.
AV1 requires a collaboration with the school, and we recommend that the school is informed
and have accepted the robot before giving it to the child.
We would argue that AV1 has great potential for children with cancer, especially those who
have to stay away from school for a long time. It is both a social and educational tool,
depending on the student and the context. Therefore, one can argue that the expenses can
be covered both by the school/municipality, the government, and by foundations and patient
organizations. The pilot revealed some technical issues and a need for improvement of the
robot. This was taken into consideration, and we decided to make a new, improved version of
AV1 presented below.
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User stories
This section describes the participants’ illness history, technology use, communication
patterns, their expectations to using AV1, and how it worked out for them as analysed from
interviews and follow-ups.
NB! All the children were asked about whom they communicated with in their daily lives. As
most of them were at the hospital when we conducted the baseline interview, this affected
their answers. However, it gives a picture of how their communication patterns look when
they’re away from school.

Child 1: The 8-year-old girl
Age: 8
Treatment: Bone marrow transplant
“Alex” is an 8-year-old girl who received her robot in January 2017. She had already started
her treatment during fall 2016. She did not attend school during the period of her treatment,
which lasted until October 2017. Alex conducted a bone marrow transplant during the winter
of 2017 and was therefore not feeling well as this treatment was very stressful for her immune
system and energy levels. Right after the transplant, she was sleeping 22 hours a day, unable
to do any sort of activity including using the robot. During the spring she started feeling better
and more energized, but due to the transplant’s effect on her immune system, she was bound
to be at home for 6 months before she could attend school again and meet her friends. She
successfully returned to school in late October and the robot was not needed anymore. The
final interview was conducted in October.
Technology use:
Alex was too young to be allowed to use Facebook and Snapchat - but stated that if she
would have been allowed, she would use Snapchat a lot (she had tried it). She used Facetime
several times a day, talking to her friends and family. She also played Minecraft a lot,
especially together with friends. Alex did not feel that her disease made her more tired or
nauseous when using technology.
Communication:
Alex talked to her mum and dad every day - also when at the hospital. She also talked a lot
with her sister, but when she was at the hospital she did not talk as frequently as when she
was at home. She had a best friend that she talked to several times a day through Facetime,
or they would hang out. When they hung out, they usually played outside, played Minecraft or
did other activities. She also had another friend that she talked to a few times a month both
through Facetime and visits. She had a cousin and a grandmother she talked to through
Facetime once a week.
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Whom

Every day

Mother

X

Father

X

Sister

X
(when at
home)

Bestfriend

A couple of
times a week

Once a week

A couple of
times a month

Once a month
or less

X
(when at the
hospital)

X

Friend

X

Cousin

X

Grandmother

X

Education:
Alex has spent a lot of time in the hospital, both before getting the robot and during the pilot.
Therefore, most of her educational input before her transplant was through the hospital
school. When she was feeling better after her transplant, she started home tuition for 1,5
hours 3 times a week. During the summer she had a vacation from tutoring but started again
after the summer vacation with 1,5 hours 4 times a week.
During our baseline interview, we did not manage to ask questions about her life at school, if
she liked school and what she disliked most about not being at school. This was due to time
restrictions. She did state in the interview that she was looking forward to seeing her friends
and her classmates when having an AV1 at her disposal.
Expectations:
Alex wanted to partake at school, both in classes and during break time. She also said that
she would like some of her friends to bring AV1 home after school and that she would like to
have it at home when she is in the hospital.
Experience:
We handed out the robot in January 2017. During the first weeks, the robot didn’t work
properly, and they had to get a new one. The new one worked fine at the school, but the
network at the hospital had too poor connection quality resulting in sound issues and poor
video quality. Alex mentioned that she couldn’t hear the class. When we interviewed her the
last time she expressed great disappointment as she had been looking forward to getting a
robot and communicate with her friends in class.
During the spring she got very ill and slept almost all the time. When she came home from the
hospital she had homeschooling 3-4 times a week and spent all her energy on that. After the
summer she tried to use the robot a few times, and technically it worked fine. However, the
class was often not there when she logged on, and they tried to coordinate with the teacher
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without success. She went back to school in September. Unfortunately, in general, her robot
didn’t work when she was able to use it and worked fine when she didn’t have the energy to
use it.
Key Learnings:
- Needs some coordination with the teacher to avoid situations where the robot is left
alone in the classroom
- Technical problems, in the beginning, might affect later use
- The network at both AV1’s site and the user’s site must be stable for the stream to
work properly

Child 2: The 7-year-old boy
Age: 7
Treatment: Radiation therapy
“Billie” is a 7-year-old boy who received his robot at the beginning of March 2017. He had
already started his treatment during fall 2016. He has not attended school since then. Billie
conducted several rounds of heavy radiation therapy during the spring of 2017. Even though
he went through heavy therapy, he was full of energy. His biggest issue was that he did not
manage to eat enough food on his own, due to nausea, and was dependent on total
parenteral nutrition (TPN). After a while, he felt better and managed to eat more on his own.
During the spring and summer, he felt better and better, and also started playing outside and
eat fully on his own. Billie was allowed to attend school as much as he wanted and managed,
and he did that from time to time during the spring. After the radiation therapy was done, the
evaluation sadly showed signs of more cancer. He, therefore, needed to undergo several
rounds of chemotherapy during the fall of 2017. By this time he was feeling a lot better,
though, and started attending school several days a week starting August. During these
months he stopped using the robot and used his spare energy to attend school physically
instead. We, therefore, decided that it was time to collect the robot, and visited Billie and his
family in early November to listen to their experiences and pick up the robot.
Technology use:
Billie used technology mostly for playing games, both on his iPhone, iPad, Nintendo and
PlayStation. He mostly played alone, but sometimes with his father. Billie talked every day
with his grandparents through Skype and Facetime but stated that he did not like to do that
because it was boring. Because of his lack of presence at the school, Billie only had a couple
of friends that he talked to a few times during his illness. When talking about how his illness
affected technology use, he stated that he sometimes felt that “his eyes got cooked”. His
father did say that he often got very engaged when playing and that Billie often jumped and
screamed in the couch when playing games - even when he was very sick.
Communication:
Billie talked to mum and dad every day, but when at the hospital he talked to mum through
Facetime or Skype, as he needed to stay at home with Billie’s baby sister. Billie talks to his
19

grandmother everyday but states that he did not enjoy it. His parents confirm this and say he
gets a bit irritated when they want him to talk to his family. He thinks it is boring, and would
rather play games or watch television. He talks to his aunt from time to time as well. Billie
does not have many friends, as he did not manage to make new friends at school in such a
short time. He had a friend in another country that he talked to occasionally, as well as a
friend from his previous kindergarten that visited him once at the beginning of the illness
period.

Whom

Every day

Dad

X

Mum

X

Grandmother

X

Aunt
Friend

A couple of
times a week

Once a week

A couple of
times a month

Once a month
or less

X
X

Education:
Billie started in first grade at a new school and was only able to attend for 3 weeks before he
went into treatment. During these 3 weeks, he was very sick, and the parents told us that he
was in a lot of pain and did not manage to partake the tuition and social activities as the other
children in his class. During the first months of his treatment, he attended the hospital school.
When he got home, he was allowed to partake school but the problem was that he was
getting total parenteral nutrition (TPN) from the morning and until 14.00 - due to problems with
eating enough on his own. By that time, the school had already finished. After some time he
started eating on his own. The hospital, therefore, believed he would be allowed to attend
school sometime before summer vacation, which was right. A few weeks before vacation
started, he was allowed to visit the school a few times - and actually ended up attending
school the whole last week before summer vacation. Since he was feeling a lot better during
the summer vacation, he also planned on attending school a few days a week after the
vacation.
When asked if he liked school, he answered yes and that he managed to do his homework
very fast. His parents told us that he was a very social and chatty boy and that he was very
clever. He also stated that he did not like the lunch pause, as they were too long and he got
tired faster than the other kids.
Expectations:
Billie was sure that he would like to attend his classes, and see what was going on in class.
He also stated that he would like to use it at home, to look at his mum cooking food or say
hello when he is upstairs and his family is downstairs.
Experience:
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He received the robot in March 2017. He experienced sound issues when using the robot.
Our support team contacted the school and troubleshoot the robot. They concluded that the
problems occurred because of poor network quality at the child’s site. He eventually became
ill and didn’t have much energy to use the robot. After the summer vacation, he felt much
better and went to school for most of the days. He got home tutoring as well. His mum
mentioned that he had trouble concentrating when using the robot. His teacher mentioned
that because of the sound issues and the fact that he had trouble concentrating, the robot
didn’t work well for the educational part, but that it has been positive for the social part.
Key Learnings:
- The network at both AV1’s site and the user’s site must be stable for the stream to
work properly

Child 3: The 13-year-old girl
Age: 13
Treatment: Bone marrow transplant
“Charlie” is a 13-year-old girl who received her robot at the end of May 2017. At the time of our
baseline interview and receiving the robot, Charlie had just conducted a bone marrow
transplant a few weeks earlier and was finally starting to feel better and more energized.
Therefore, she was going home the day after our interview. Before this, she had been sick for
very long, without the doctors finding out what was wrong. From winter 2017 she had not
attended school at all. Prior to the winter, Charlie was only away every other week to get her
medicines. Even though she now was feeling better and returning home from the hospital,
she was not allowed to attend school or meet friends for another 6 months due to the effects
the treatment had on her immune system. She was home the whole summer but was feeling
better and better as time passed by. In late October 2017, Charlie started school again and
was very determined to hand back the robot immediately. We, therefore, visited her and her
family to listen to their experiences and collect the robot.
Technology use:
Charlie had turned 13 years old, and therefore she was allowed to use Facebook, Snapchat
and Instagram. She stated that she used Snapchat and Instagram a lot - but that Facebook
only was used a couple of times a month. She also watched Netflix a couple of times a week,
as well as Youtube several times a day. When asked about how her illness affected
technology use she stated, with a bit of hesitation, that it did not affect her use - but that
Netflix “maybe” was a bit more tiring to watch.
Communication:
Charlie talked every day with her mum and almost every day with her father. Her sister has
visited her about 3 times a week when at the hospital, other than that they send texts to each
other a few times a week. She also has a best friend that she talks to every day via text
messages, and she has also visited her at the hospital 1-2 times a week. She has a second
friend that she talks to regularly via text messages and Snapchat. An uncle visits her two times
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a week to play games and hang out, and a cousin sends her texts two times a week to get an
update on her well-being.
Whom
Mum

Every day

Bestfriend

Once a week

A couple of
times a month

Once a month
or less

X

Dad
Sister

A couple of
times a week

X
X
(when at
home)

X
(when at the
hospital)

X

Friend

X

Uncle

X

Cousin

X

Education:
Charlie started a new school 6 months before starting treatment when changing from
elementary school to junior high school. She thought that school was fun, especially since the
new school focused a lot more on drawing, sketching and handcrafting than her previous
school. She also stated that she liked to meet her friends and classmates, and missed seeing
them while at the hospital or home. Her favourite subject was history and a course where they
learned about leather and bookbinding. Charlie’s teacher homeschooled her once a week
until she was able to go back to school again.
Expectations:
Charlie is looking forward to being able to attend some of her classes again. She is attending
a school where the syllabus is not been handed out through books but written down by the
students themselves in special home-made books. Therefore, she is not just missing out on
what is being said in classes, but also what the whole curriculum actually is. She also stated
that she would like to have the robot at home when she is at the hospital so that she could
look at her plants in her room. She also mentioned that she would like to join cabin trips and
overnight stays with her friends, as well as break time at school.
Experience:
We handed out the robot in May 2017. She experienced no trouble with the robot but
mentioned that because of the slight delay, it was a bit weird to use the robot in groups. She
also said that she felt a bit uncomfortable talking out loud in class, both through AV1 and
when she was present in class. She used the robot 1,5h every day and also in some other
classes. She mentioned that because of AV1 she could keep track of the curriculum. She had
homeschooling once a week as well. In October she started school again.
Charlie mentioned that her teacher used to call her after class to make sure that the robot was
placed correctly in the classroom and that she could hear everything. The teacher also
planned the whole week in advance and when she visited the user at home, she brought
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teaching material, e.g. sheets, for the rest of the week. Charlie could then sit at home doing
the same as the class watching everything on her iPad. Both the teacher and the user
mentioned that AV1 worked best for blackboard tuition.
The user appreciated that the class said hi to her every morning, and mentioned that she had
more contact with the boys in class through the robot than she used to before she got ill. In
general, she said that she got more contact with the people in the class.

Key Learnings:
- AV1 works well for blackboard tuition
- A close collaboration with the school gives great possibilities for extended learning
outcome
- With minimal technical problems, the robot has great potential as the user could
keep up with the curriculum and communicate with friends from home
- The slight delay can be a challenge when talking with groups of people

Child 4: The participant that was not allowed to use the robot at school
Child 4 was taken out of the study before using the robot, as the principal at the child’s school
said no to having the robot in the tuition. Child 4’s data is therefore deleted, and the child will
not be mentioned further in the report. At the time of our baseline interview, Child 4 already
had started to attend school a few days a week, as the treatment went very well.

Key Learnings:
- Information to and acceptance from the school is key

Child 5: The 11-year-old boy
Age: 11
Treatment: Bone marrow transplant
“Chris” is an 11-year-old boy who received his robot in September 2017. He started his
treatment in summer 2017. He had already been through heavy radiation therapy two years
before this, but unfortunately the cancer was back. This time he was in need of a more
aggressive treatment and conducted a bone marrow transplant. At the time of our baseline
interview and hand-out of the robot, Chris had already finished the transplant and was a few
days away from travelling home to his hometown. After a couple of months, after-effects from
the treatments appeared and he was in need of more treatment and hospitalization. At this
time he was not feeling well and did not manage to do a lot other than sleeping. In February,
he was ready to go back to school, and we collected the robot and listened to his
experiences.
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Technology use:
Chris mentioned that he likes watching videos on Youtube, Netflix and Viaplay. He gets a bit
tired when using Viaplay sometimes. He is a motor enthusiast and likes looking at quads
(firehjulinger) on finn.no. He also plays video games alone. He uses social media and
mentioned Messenger, Skype, Instagram and Snapchat.
Communication:
Chris’ mum and dad took turns being in the hospital together with him. When they were not
there, he talked with them a couple of times a week on Snapchat or Messenger. He has a
younger sister and brother, and two older sisters (one of them is his stepsister). He talked with
his little brother on Skype once in a while. His little sister was too young to visit him at the
hospital. He talked with his oldest sister on Snapchat sometimes. He doesn’t have much
contact with his stepsister. Chris talked with his cousin (and best friend) on Skype once in a
while. His aunt visited him often at the hospital, and they talked with each other on Snapchat
between the visits. His grandfather visited him and called him occasionally. His grandmother
sent him messages from time to time.
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X
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Younger sister

X
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Younger
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Once a month
or less

X
X
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X
(when at the
hospital)

Grandmother

X

Grandfather

X

Education:
Chris stated that he liked school. Especially maths and arts. Before starting his treatment he
was seldom at school, and after the summer he wasn’t there at all. He mentioned that the
negative part of being away was that he couldn’t meet his friends. His teacher and classmates
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sent him a lot of messages in the beginning, but he answered only a few of them. They,
therefore, stopped sending him messages after a while. At the time of our initial interview
(September), he had not started with homeschooling. After his transplant, he became very ill
with heart and lung failure, and spent a lot of time at the hospital. In January 2018, he started
to receive homeschooling every day. During the pilot, Chris changed class to the grade
below. He didn’t know the teacher or anyone in the new class.
Expectations:
Chris would like to attend classes and breaks and visit friends. He also wanted to attend
motor cross events.
Experience:
He got his robot in September 2017. He experienced some technical issues in the beginning.
The network quality at school or at the hospital was poor, resulting in poor video and sound
quality. He used the robot a couple of times but felt a bit uncomfortable with all the attention
he got from the class. His mother told us that he was shy in general, and did not like much
attention from others. We also experienced this during our interviews. He told us that he tried
to use the blue light on AV1’s head to signal that he didn’t want the class to talk to him, but
they did not understand/respect that and continued to speak to him.
He eventually became very ill, with heart and lung failure. When he felt better he didn’t want
to use it in class, as he changed class to the grade below and didn’t know anyone there. He
went back to school in February 2018.
Even though the robot didn’t work well at school, he had a great experience using it at home
with his family. He had to be isolated for months, and his little sister was too young to visit
him. Chris told us that he enjoyed communicating with her and the rest of his family through
AV1.
When we talked with his teacher she mentioned that she thought that the technical issues he
experienced, in the beginning, were one of the reasons that he stopped using his AV1. She
mentioned a positive experience where the child attended a presentation from a local
snowboard hero. The snowboarder was informed about the robot and the user beforehand
and talked directly to the boy. This was an important event for the class and important for the
social life at school.
Key Learnings:
- AV1 has a potential for use at home/other social situations as well
- Technical problems, in the beginning, might affect later use
- The class needs to be informed about the light signals
- For some children, the attention they get when using AV1 can be a bit too much
- It might feel a bit awkward to use the robot in a class where you have never met
your classmates in person
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Illustration: AV1 in class

Illustration: AV1 outside
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Child 6: The 10-year-old girl
Age: 10
Treatment: Chemotherapy
“Kim” is a 10-year-old girl who received her robot October 2017. She started her treatment in
summer 2017. She had been sick for a couple of months before they found out about her
cancer diagnosis. At the time of our baseline interview and robot hand-out, Kim had just
finished her first round of a 2-week long chemotherapy, the first of approximately 8 rounds.
During her next treatments, she was not feeling well and did not manage to do a lot beside
resting and sleeping. Fortunately, this got better during the periods between her
chemotherapy. Winter 2018, she became very ill and had to stay at the hospital for a long
period.
Technology use:
Kim uses technology mostly for watching videos and talking with friends and family. She likes
watching TV and movies and seeing video clips on Youtube. Once in a while, she plays online
games with friends. She uses Skype, Messenger and Snapchat. When we asked if she
sometimes got tired when using technology she said “no”.
Communication:
Kim talked with her mother every day, and she is always with her at the hospital. Her father
lives abroad, and they met each other once a month. In between the visits they talked with
each other every other week on Messenger and Facetime. She has two younger brothers
living with her dad. They are one and two years old, and they see each other on Facetime. At
home, Kim lives with her mother and two brothers, one younger and one older. Her oldest
brother has a girlfriend living together with them. They talk to each other every day. She uses
Messenger to communicate with her aunts and grandmothers, and talk with her cousins once
a month on Facetime. Kim talks with her best friend once a week on Facetime, phone or
Messenger, and another friend once a month.
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Education:
Kim stated that the school was “okay”. She liked the practical classes best: arts and cooking
(mat og helse). Before starting her treatment, she was away from school at least two days a
week. However, she had stayed up to date on the curriculum by doing all the homework on
her own. At the time of our initial interview (October), she mentioned that she had been to
school a few times and that it was a bit difficult going back to school after being away as she
had missed out on both education and the social part.
Expectations:
Kim wanted to attend classes, breaks, and just see what was going on in class. She also
mentioned visiting friends and talking with her brothers at home.
Experience:
We handed out the robot in October 2017. The first robot didn’t work properly, and she got a
new one. Shortly after, the microphone loosened, and we had to replace the robot again. She
experienced some sound and video quality issues, probably because of the school network.
She used it a few times and liked the fact that she could see and talk to her classmates. They
also liked to talk with her through the robot. Her mother mentioned that because of the
technical issues her daughter experienced earlier, she was a bit sceptical towards AV1 even
though her third robot worked much better. In January 2018 she became very ill and had to
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stay at the hospital for a long time. She did not use her robot after this. We called her fall 2018
when she was feeling better. She told us that she really liked the concept and AV1 in general
but that because of the network issues it was hard to use the robot in class.

Key Learnings:
- Technical problems, in the beginning, might affect later use

Child 7: The 13-year-old boy
Age: 13
Treatment: Chemotherapy
“Jamie” is a 13-year-old boy who received his robot October 2017. He started his treatment in
summer 2017. He had been sick a couple of months but went to school until he started his
chemotherapy. At the time of our initial interview (October), he had been to school a couple of
times between his treatments. During the fall he continued to go to school once in a while.
Winter 2018, he became worse and didn’t have the energy to go to school. Eventually, he got
better and went to school most days between the chemotherapy treatments. He still uses the
robot from time to time when he doesn't have enough energy to go to class.
Technology use:
Jamie mentioned several video games when we asked about technology use. He plays with
friends, often talking with each other on Skype while playing. During our interview, he
mentioned that he can sometimes become tired while playing and that he used to play more
before he went ill. He also uses social media like Facebook, Instagram and Snapchat.
Communication:
At the time of our initial interview, Jamie talked with his parents every day. When he was at
the hospital, they were both there together with him. He has an older brother and they talked
with each other a couple of times a week on Snapchat. Jamie also mentioned a best friend
and two other good friends, all from his class. He talked with his best friend every day on
Snapchat and they also play video games together. He talked with the two other friends a
couple of times a week, also on Snapchat and while playing video games together.
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Education:
Jamie stated that he was not that interested in school. When he is at home or the hospital, he
doesn’t talk with his teacher or his classmates, besides the three friends mentioned above. He
had to spend time at the hospital between his treatments and attended the hospital school.
Also, he was able to go to his school regularly during the whole pilot period.
Expectations:
Jamie didn’t have many expectations for AV1 but mentioned attending classes.
Experience:
He got his robot in October 2017. He was able to go to school some days a week in the
beginning and used AV1 a few times. He used it for classes, and his friends brought it outside
during a break. He experienced some network issues. His father mentioned that he used
most of his energy to go to school, and had to rest at home. In January he became ill and had
to stay at the hospital. During the spring the network issues were fixed and he started to use
his robot again. It worked fine, and he participated in class and talked with friends through the
robot.
Key Learnings:
- AV1 can be useful both for education and the social life at school
- The child used his energy to go to class and preferred being there in person
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The questionnaire group
In addition to the six users we interviewed and followed up regularly, five AV1 users agreed to
answer questionnaires. One was to be answered before starting to use the robot, and one
after some months of use. Four out of five responded. One of the participants only responded
to the first questionnaire.
Participant 1:
Participant 1 attended junior high (8th grade). The child had been sick for eight months and
had spent five months at the hospital. He/she did not get homeschooling but attended the
hospital school. The child had been to school a few times after getting ill. The child talked with
the homeschool teacher approximately once a month, classmates several times a week and
friends almost every day. They mainly talked through Snapchat and other social media
(Facebook and Instagram).
After some months the child stated that he/she talked with friends almost every day. They
used Facetime, Snapchat and sometimes AV1.
Experience:
Mentioned that AV1 was a bit unstable because of network issues. Besides the technical
issues, the user mentioned that it was positive to communicate with the classmates and that
he/she was able to attend parts of the tuition.
Key Learnings:
- AV1 can be useful both for education and the social life at school
Participant 2:
Participant 2 attended primary school (5th grade). The child had been sick for seven months
and spent 7-8 weeks at the hospital. He/she got homeschooling and had not been to school
after being ill. The child attended the hospital school once. The child talked with classmates
once in a while (not every week). He/she talked with friends rarely in the beginning but talked
more frequently with them now (approximately five days a week). They communicate with
messages and talk with each other on the phone.
Participant 2 never answered the second questionnaire
Participant 4:
Participant 4 didn’t answer which grade he or she attended. The child had been to the
hospital for 14 months without going home. He/she had not got any homeschooling but
attended the hospital school for one hour a day. The child had no contact with the
homeschool teacher and almost no contact with the class (received a few letters). He/she
talked rarely with friends, sometimes they talked on Facetime or visited. Participant 4 moved
to a children’s home during the test. There she/he got homeschooling together with two other
children.
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Experience:
Said that AV1 had been used “too little” because of sound issues. It was positive to see
friends at school and the classroom. However, AV1 was the only contact mentioned between
the child and his/her “original class”.

Key Learnings:
- Network quality is important as the user did not use the robot much because of
sound issues

Participant 5:
Participant 5 attended primary school (6th grade). He/she had been sick for five months and
had been to the hospital almost half of the time. The child attended both hospital school and
had homeschooling. He/she talked with the homeschool teacher every week and
communicated with her classmates on an Instagram group every day. The child
communicated with friends approximately three times a week on messages, Facetime,
Snapchat and Instagram.
Experience:
Mentioned that AV1 had been little used because the child was able to go to school most of
the days. Noted some network issues.
Key Learnings:
- The child preferred to go to school when he/she had energy
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